
Babe lake

  Ba Be Lake at about 145 m (4.35 ft) over the sea, lake surface area to about 500 ha is
surrounded by limestone mountains have many caves and underground streams when the
background does . Overview of the lake as a water picture say to wear as many tourists from
past to present. 
  The Attractions 

Ba Be tourism : This tourist potential eco-tourism, culture and grow very meaningful in primary
tourism areas mountainous North East, including about 20 points to win the feature list, in đáo.
Which is typical of the tourist: 
Ba Be Lake: From Hanoi by road through 3 taiyuan to Bac Kan town and go about 40 km (25
miles) to the Ba Be Lake (near outlet). The river flows under limestone mountains, between the
precipice through the mountains to the Lung, where the call is Puong. Remember the boat in
the Puong glimmering light in virtual fuzzy, the image processing rosin exotic show up before
the door, went out of approximately 4 km (2.5 miles) to the Ba Be a part, to create a large lake
Best North Vietnam between regions phiến and limestone. Lake longer than 8 km (5 miles) wide
3 km (1.9 miles), after about 20 - 30 km (18.8 miles). The gas channel between the lake again.
There are two smaller islands floating on the lake, an island like the horses are downright lội
water (also known as the island An MA). 

Ba Be Lake at about 145 m (4.35 ft) over the sea, lake surface area to about 500 ha is
surrounded by limestone mountains have many caves and underground streams when the
background does . Overview of the lake as a water picture say to wear as many tourists from
past to present. 

National Park Ba: National Park Ba heritage is a valuable natural, with an area of 23,340 ha.
This is a system of forest on limestone mountains surrounded around the lake blue. Here are
the 417 plant species and 299 animal species have a spine. There are many kinds of rare
animals such as Phuong Hoang land, chickens errors, nose vooc hech ... also stored here. 

Landscape with Ba Be Lake, National Park Ba is a heritage of natural beauty to the level we
need to be protected, exploited bringing tourists to visit, stay nursing research. 

Động Puong: Động Puong on The River, the Ba Be district ly 5 km (3 miles). Where the rivers
run through with a limestone mountains forming. The length of 200 m (600 ft), average height of
25 - 30 m (60 ft) with image processing, the majestic stone columns. In the flocks have moved
tens of thousand children live in and inhabit. Động Puong is an eco-tourism is especially unique
and very attractive. 
Captain waterfall: Waterfall is more Năng river borders the province of Tuyen Quang. Waterfall
captain length about 2 km (1.25 miles) where the river is blocked with the rock by the large and
small arrangements overlap each other with the slope about 500 m (1.500 ft), creating a
waterfall Vocational Section period and, with mediation forest landscape and create an
impression hard to forget. Not the case, here also appear Fry fish (with the heavy over 10 kg) is
a rare fish to see today. 

Ao Tien: Ao Tien is a small lake, approximately 3 hectares wide on top of the mountain. Being
surrounded by the lush tropical climate here is cool and fresh. Legend is that the money she
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usually down on heaven and chess. 

Waterfall Room: Waterfall Room under Quang Thuan commune, Bach Thong district, located
minutes Bac Kan town 8 kilometers (5 miles) by road Bac Kan province - welcomed. Waterfall
Room area includes a can discard river, mountain air with beautiful natural landscapes of
mountains and forests. Waterfall Room where the river is blocked by Bridge discard perforation
approximately 1 km long (0.6 miles) make the landscape interesting. Currently, the Department
of Commerce - Tourism Bac Kan is planned exploitation Room to destinations in the vicinity of
Bac Can town, where the variables tourist last week with the type of entertainment , sports,
hiking, camping, holiday supplements ... 
Phya Khao: Central Phya Khao Cho Don district, where the climate, clean environment. Higher
than average sea is 800 m (2.400 ft), the climate here on the warm winter and cool in summer.
Past, France has found the location with excellent climate and has built the resort here. 
Nature Hy Kim: Nature Reserves Hy Kim Na Ri district, an area of tens of thousands of
hectares, which is stored and conservation of the genetic resources, rare plants. This is a tourist
destination, and c
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